Understanding Image Structure via Hierarchical Shape Parsing
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Understanding structure of images is one of fundamental challenges in the computer vision community and beyond [4][7]. It is commonly agreed in the cognitive research [4] that such structure is hierarchical in general, and visual appearances along the structure range from coarse to fine configurations. These evidences result in multi-scale image representation [5][9].

Inspired by our previous work on the scale of edges [6], we are motivated to parse hierarchical structure of image components according to their scale distributions and shapes, as the example shown in Figure 1. By “parsing”, we mean to detect visual components (such as parts of objects) indicated by shapes, which will be organized into hierarchical structure according to the coarse-to-fine cognitive rule (such as “part of”, and “outline-and-details” relations) to generate a multi-scale representation. To further improve the discrimination of parsed visual components, appearances of image regions are embed correspondingly in a statistical way.

As for visual search and matching, human brains recognize objects based on not only visual appearances, but also heavily relying on structure, according to recent advance in cognitive study [3]. With such a structure, we simulate the human cognitive mechanism in visual search as a conditional matching process: matchings are formulated as Markov Process, with dependencies defined by the structural “visual ontology” along the hierarchical parsing tree. By simple statistical inference, we derive a hierarchical structural pooling strategy to approximate the above process when building region descriptions.

Our approach starts with building a Hierarchical Edge Tree in a top-down manner. Given such a coarse-to-fine shape structure, local regions are further appended onto corresponding tree nodes to increase the discriminative ability. When matching two parsing trees / subtrees, an structural appearance pooling operation is performed based on a Markov Process, in which the parent-children dependency is forced. By this pooling operation, the tree hierarchy is encoded together with the appended appearance information, and it avoids the time-consuming recursive subtree alignment schemes in existing works.

Successfully parsing the image structure at low level can benefit a wide variety of computer vision tasks, such as feature designing, scene understanding, object recognition and detection. In this paper, we show two exemplar applications about our scheme, including unsupervised objectness detection [1, 8]. Quantitative experiments with comparisons to the state-of-the-arts show advantages of our algorithm. Figure 2 shows the performance of the proposed method being applied to objectness detection compared with state-of-the-arts [2][1][8]. With competitive and even better performance, we dramatically reduce the number of windows for object proposal, as shown in Table 1.

As for future work, we are planning to involve structural inference into current algorithm to perform supervised learning, and employ random algorithms to add perturbations in the scale splitting to improve the robustness.

Figure 1: Example of the hierarchical shape parsing. Left: the original image and the hierarchical edge parsing tree. For better visualization, the edge segments of each node are in blue, while the ones of its ancestor nodes are in black. Right: the results after appearance bundling. To illustrate the coarse-to-fine phenomenon, the appearances of child nodes are integrated to the parent node.
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The number of windows (candidate regions) used in [1] and the structural objectness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>395</td>
<td>Selective Search[8]</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>